Implementing integrated care for older people in Ireland; getting from complex challenge to complex adaptation


1.0 Introduction

The Integrated Care Programme Older People (ICPOP) in Ireland was established in 2016 to design and test a new model of integrated care for older persons. The context included demographic pressures and an acute hospital-centric care system, unattuned to the needs of older people whose complex care needs highlighted problems with access and fragmentation leading to sub-optimal outcomes. The proposed model needed to be scalable nationally but two immediate challenges were identified. Integrated care is a polymorphous concept whose lack of conceptual clarity was described as a modern day Tower of Babel [1] with differences in interpretations amplified in inter-sectoral and interdisciplinary discussion. The second challenge involved implementing systemic change in health systems [2-12]. Limited evidence existed on how to implement integrated care models that supported front line clinical and managerial leaders whose focus on the ‘day job’ limits their capacity (knowledge, time, resource) to deliver the desired change. This paper describes how ICPOP addressed the implementation challenge using a 10 Step Framework in tandem with an implementation methodology that builds on insights into systemic change in health systems. A revised version of the framework is presented post utilisation in the field and a conceptual schema is offered that address the implementation challenge.

2.0 Background

Demographic aging in Ireland, as in other countries, leads to associated increased multi-morbidity and social care needs. Barometric’ indicators such as access block, emergency department patient experience times and associated trolley waits for those aged 75+ indicate system fragmentation and poorer outcomes. A rapid review of integrated care for older people highlighted some key findings that supported it as a policy solution [13-21]. It also has a body of supportive evidence in improving health and social care outcomes [22-27], decreasing carer burden [28] and improving efficiency and effectiveness of service provision [29-32]. Growing evidence on ‘what works’, in improving discrete aspects of care for older persons [33-39] included;

- bespoke care pathways,
- multidisciplinary teams working in the community
- a case management approach.

However, implementing a new model of care focused on longitudinal, population-based care is a substantial organisational, cultural and professional challenge. A parallel review of the literature on systemic change highlighted five key domains [40] to be simultaneously addressed in order to meet the following implementation challenge;

- There is uncertainty about ‘what works’ at a systemic level outside of closed systems [41-47]
- “The scale and complexity of implementing integrated care can easily overwhelm even strong leadership and project management…” [48]
- It generally takes 2 years to bed-in a new model of this type and 7-10 for it to mature [49] and 3-5 years to implement and yield the desired change [50, 51].
- Deficiencies of consistency, fidelity and complexity of attribution, and random confounding external effects where variables cannot be controlled [52].
- It takes a substantial amount of time for demonstrable patient/population outcome effects s to emerge [53].
- Complexity of accurate costing and value determination across the health system [54].
3.0 Theoretical considerations

A synthesis of findings [55] indicate that conventional methods of health system change, presented as scientifically rational within a linear, reductionist epistemology, [56-59] are compelling when using high reliability industries as a point of reference. However, difficulties in getting evidence into practice in a stepwise fashion indicate a need for a paradigm shift. Traditional research designs are problematic in complex and dynamic human systems whose social forces make certainty unattainable [60]. Over the past 20 years, research on change in health systems has begun to apply complexity theory [61-64]. This recognises that the collective activities and relationships between a large number of autonomous agents in complex adaptive systems (CAS) give rise to inherent unpredictability which are not necessarily replicable in the same way in a different local context. This recognises that healthcare organisations contain multiple, diverse and interconnected elements whereby the analogy of a living organism rather than a machine was more appropriate in reflecting the complexity dimension [65]. As a consequence, complexity science embraces a rich mix of anthropology, sociology and organisational psychology [66-69]. Consequently, the need to reframe the approach to improvement as a social problem, most effectively addressed through a professional “grassroots” movement is a fundamental methodological starting point. This means that structures, leadership and process are essential but not sufficient for systemic improvement. These ‘hard edges’ [70] have to be framed within a common sense of purpose and meaning which capitalises on trusted personal/professional networks and sets improvement within a sociological context. This is a key differentiation, as the behaviour of agents within a CAS is heavily influenced by social rules [71]. Consequently, change methodologies need to provide social nudges rather than programmatic management which recognise that change is embedded in complex social systems, whose actors are highly autonomous and whose views are influenced by powerful, shared professional narratives.

3.1 Conceptual frameworks in use

One approach to support implementation is the use of frameworks. A review of integrated care frameworks [72] identified conceptual frameworks describing the key features of integrated care. The evolution of integrated care frameworks included [73] five laws of integrated care, [74] ‘domains’ of integrated care and [75] philosophical and policy pre-requisites and care management components. A more contemporary and comprehensive review, Project INTEGRATE [76] presented a compendium of strategic policy direction statements [77-78]. In addition, the Rainbow Model of Integrated Care, (RMIC), [79], is a well-established conceptual framework, describing integration at three ‘levels’ (Macro, Meso and Micro). Furthermore, the Developmental Model of Integrated Care (DMIC) [80] describes discrete conceptual elements of integration care across four distinct phases; initiation and design, experimentation and execution, expansion and monitoring, consolidation and transformation.

4.0 Utilising a 10 Step Framework to frame and mobilise implementation

The early development of a 10 Step Framework to support implementation for ICPOP emerged from a literature review [40] and underwent a series of iterations through feedback from pioneer sites, clinical programme staff, experts in the area of public health, gerontology, system change experts and service users. In tandem with an iterative co-productive process, the use of a framework as a means of implementation draws on a rich range of interdisciplinary insights in social psychology. This includes including positive psychology [81], organisational development [82], social cognitive theory [83,84], solution focused approaches [85], motivational theory [86] and established social-technical theory [87]. The working hypothesis was that a framework that combined ‘hard and soft edges’ would give structure to implementation [88-89] and allow for the complexity of the challenge that simultaneously addressed philosophical, practice and organisational issues [90].
Whilst founded on the 10 Step Framework, the ICPOP teams’ approach used a 5 step approach to support redesign of older person services when working with pioneer sites [91]. This involved a series of engagements as outlined in Figure 2.

**Figure 2. 5 step approach to local implementation**

ICPOP supported the development of aspiring pioneer site business-cases (pre-initiation) as a means of testing intent, capacity and commitment which required local executive sponsorship that underpinned local sustainability and strategic scaling of the project. Beyond this initiation stage, ICPOP facilitated local care pathway mapping. This dynamic, hands-on process involved ICPOP in locu with the local leadership team, service users/carers and the wider ecosystem of health and care (including local authority and NGOs) as partners in the process. This (patient) journey mapping exercise highlighted duplication of effort and roles with resultant loss of value for all involved in established practice. It strengthened the case for change, identified priority pathways and publicly committed all involved. This surfaced their contribution to the change and enabled care pathways to become more coherently designed. This (initiation and design) process was not dependent on substantial investment, ‘softened up’ the potential for change, secured leadership commitment and allowed a different narrative to be introduced (e.g. ‘perhaps we can do more with what we have’ or ‘actually we have a lot of the resources we need but they are not co-ordinated’). The engagement process allowed...
ICPOP to operate in an insider/outsider capacity thus acting as a catalyst for change whilst challenging assumptions. The mapping process also allowed local leaders to publicly articulate a shared vision of the future service model for older people which inevitably challenged institutional ‘silos’ thus allowing a focus on solution-focused objectives.

Bespoke events such as speed networking allows local agencies to engage with one another. This served a pragmatic purpose (sharing information), built capacity and reinforced the multi-agency aspect of integrated care. In addition, it sent a psychological signal as to the importance of the work for all involved. The programme actively promoted the inclusion of service users in co-producing the future state pathways. This diluted professional agendas and legitimised aspects of service design important to service users. As a consequence, pioneer sites had service user representatives/patient champions sitting on local governance groups. Finally, data was collected from all pioneer sites that supported future investment locally and nationally, drawing on lessons learned. This process of ‘building the road as one travels on it’ allows for greater efficiency and local ownership.

All of these five sequential steps involved the ICPOP team as a whole as well as a dedicated ICPOP Service Improvement Manager (SIM) working with local sites. The SIM worked closely with the local project lead(s), to establish local governance, provide practical support (e.g. ICT hardware) or support emergent initiatives. This relationship management was critical to local success, acting as a facilitator, challenging thinking, engaging service users, promoting fidelity to the framework, mobilising national resources as well as providing psychological support including peer support and formal networking days.

5. Findings

A full description of the results is beyond the scope of this paper and addressed elsewhere [91] but a sample of findings are offered to give an overview of the early impact. These reflect the fact that the 10 Step Framework was one component within the broader methodology adopted by ICPOP. In assessing the reliability of the 10 Step Framework, the internal reliability for each latent variable within the framework was assessed using Cronbach’s Alpha (Table 1). This measure indicates how well each indicator ‘hangs’ together within a single construct. A Cronbach’s alpha of at least 0.7 indicates good internal consistency for a set of indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10 –Step Framework</th>
<th>Number of Indicators</th>
<th>Chronbach’s Alpha value CA&lt;sup&gt;11&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Approach</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.600&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping Existing Resources</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Pathways</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT Working</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Input</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.246&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.642&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. 10 Step Framework, assessing internal reliability

---

<sup>1</sup> Cronbach’s Alpha – Ought to exceed 0.7 for good internal consistency

<sup>2</sup> Mean inter-item correlation is within the acceptable range of .2 to .4 (when CA fails to achieve 0.70)

<sup>3</sup> Constructs with a small number of items often fail to exceed 0.7
In tandem with the frameworks reliability, its utility was evaluated with clinical leaders and managers. Much is made of the gap between managerial and clinical worldview [92] with assumed loyalties. However, in terms of the constructs within the 10 Step Framework, observed differences were deemed mostly compatible. The survey results indicate that the framework has utility in implementation and the constructs within the 10 Step Framework as having validity. This is supported by the respondents understanding of the intention of the constructs within the framework. Their responses validated the reliability of the constructs as representing the right combination of elements.

It has to be acknowledged that the 10 Step Framework was a new conceptual framework which challenged many of the established way of working. Participants for example were invited to consider new models of shared governance that challenged the familiarity of working in their respective clinical and managerial areas. Where minor difference surfaced this was unsurprising as participants in pioneer sites had to consider how shared authority and decision making operated and to set aside institutional interests in favour of the population needs. In addition, working within multidisciplinary teams, whilst again not unfamiliar, posed a different challenge when working outside the familiar comfort of institutional structures and settings.

From a service perspective, a sample of early data in (2017/18) indicted 6,050 new referrals were received by pioneer sites resulting in 3,530 Comprehensive Geriatric Assessments. 49% of patients were seen within seven days of referral. In order to coordinate care and develop services coherently, seven pioneer sites established an integrated care team ambulatory hub, with five more having plans underway at the time. In terms of service impact, significant positive service impact was observed, as evidenced from a selection of data from selected pioneer sites (n=4) comparing 2016 v 2017 and 2017 v 2018:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Change (2016 v 2017) (reduction)</th>
<th>Notional savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AvLos</td>
<td>(2.6 days) or (22%)</td>
<td>€3.2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed days saved (Hip Fracture)</td>
<td>(5.6 days) or (1,000 bed days)</td>
<td>€0.842m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed days saved (Medical Bed)</td>
<td>(3,938)</td>
<td>€3.34m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readmissions within 28 days</td>
<td>3% (national average in same period =9.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions 85yrs+</td>
<td>(34%)</td>
<td>€1.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>€8.7m</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Sample of pioneer site impacts

In the selected pioneer sites, a total of €1.1m invested was shown to yield a return on investment of €8.7m in terms of notional savings\(^2\) based on bed-days saved or admissions avoided. The early evidence in pioneer sites arguably points to significant return on investment when local leaders (clinicians and managers) have the autonomy to redesign services.

\(^2\) notional saving are in terms of incremental efficiencies gained rather than in any increased revenue.
A closer examination of data from one pioneer site (A), attributable to the establishment of an ambulatory hub, was especially encouraging when compared with another site (B) which operated a more ‘peripatetic’ MDT model. It is interesting to note that despite an increase in attends (14.4%) for people aged 75-84yrs in pioneer site A, admission rates reduced by 2.5% (75-84yrs) when comparing Jan 2018 v 2019. Pioneer site B saw attends (9%) and admission rate increase (3.2%) in the same period (Table 4). This suggests that there is a tendency to default to admission in pioneer site B when people use an acute hospital as a point of access and suggests that the availability of ambulatory alternatives to hospitalisation in pioneer area A and reduces the likelihood of admission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ED Activity monthly, January 2019</th>
<th>Pioneer site B</th>
<th>Pioneer site A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jan 2018</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jan 2019</strong></td>
<td><strong>% Change</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance 75+ yrs</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission rate 75+ yrs</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>56.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission rate 85+ yrs</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
<td>56.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unscheduled returns 75+ yrs</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of 75+yr attends and admits: B v A

4.2 Revising the 10 Step Framework in the light of emergent use

As the experience of implementation evolved and as a second cycle of pioneer sites came on stream from 2017 to 2019, the ICPOP team gained further insights into the sequencing of implementation steps. The second cycle of implementation provided the opportunity for a more nuanced approach, without changing its fundamental components. The updated version of the framework (see Figure 4) sets out the ‘arrived’ condition of the framework based on this initial cycle. The original framework still stands as a reference model for programme embarking on a comparable implementation campaign in another health/social care setting.

6.0 Discussion

In deploying change, the importance of adaptable approaches coupled with autonomy on the part of participants’ decision making, facilitates implementation as an ‘adaptive and self-organising’ approach. This allows for emergence and grounds implementation within a series of feedback loops rather than a linear process [93]. This reflects the healthcare context as one of ‘complexity’, whereby the goal is not about establishing a solution to well defined problem but instead generating insights (wisdom) in a context which allows for emergent causality. This approach results in a plurality of voices rather than one authoritative voice whereby a disjunction of simplification and abstraction gives way to a conjunction with separate parts comprising a rich nuanced picture. In the case of ICPOP, in applying an action research approach, this ‘bricolage’ of perspectives suggests that participants are acting as ‘bricoleurs’ over time, and ‘making the road while walking’.

This points to all integration being theoretic at a policy and strategic level but local in practice and implementation. This does not mean that national signals are not important and it does mean that an enabling environment must be created. However, the complexity of the undertaking requires a process that maintains the umbilical cord between policy, strategy and local implementation. In that regard, the establishment of local governance structures remains fundamental. This provides an executive mandate to address change but also ensures practical, programmatic support. This latter point is critical to ensuring the minuitia of implementation is addressed without the tyranny of an overly programmatic burden. This also allows a philosophy of person-centeredness to be embedded in the design and approach to implementation (for example by including service users/carers/patient champions on the governance group) through the use of patient narrative data and involving patient champions in care pathways mapping.

However, the difficulty of showing benefit and measuring the ‘impact’ of investment is hugely problematic given the complex and interdependent nature of health and social care. The indications are that it may take at least three years to show impact on service use [95-97], implementing at scale [98], addressing professional satisfaction ([99], developing care pathways [100] and addressing complexity [101]. These all speak to the multi-dimensional nature of
implementation with key studies [102-104] representing the closest approximation to the work of ICPOP in addressing the critical ingredients associated with implementation.

A reasonable critique of the approach may be that it is weighted towards specialist secondary service integration albeit with a community emphasis rather than integrated, person centred care for individuals. However, it is important to remember that integrated care is a polymorphous concept with a poor track record of spread beyond exemplar sites. In this regard, addressing integrated services, founded on a community facing hub is arguably a necessary stepping stone. This facilitates operational and clinical change and grounds integrated care in a more tangible manifestation, which counters the ‘uniqueness’ of pioneer sites (opportunity, leadership, necessity) as well as undermining the idea that the ideal may not travel well outside of a local context. This arguable reflects the reason for a lack of spread in innovation whereby powerful professional networks will adopt or reject change depending on the prevailing professional norm. This is substantially influenced by their ‘worldview’ and cultural context. In Ireland (and other jurisdictions), this worldview is dominated by a hospital-centric perspective shaped by public expectation, professional education/induction and organization priorities and perspectives. In response, a cultural accommodation of the change strategy is critically important to ensure the change has sufficient time and opportunity to be adopted as the norm. In that regard, powerful actors must be able to evolve a model that they can relate to and makes sense in their world.

The development of an ambulatory hub is a practical manifestation of this shift away from hospitals towards community oriented (and located) specialist secondary integrated services. To address this the influence of social networks in the process to date, especially between clinical (health and social care) practitioners cannot be underestimated. The bi-annual ICPOP networking events, held in the Royal College of Physicians or prominent government buildings, had a significant influence. This peer-to-peer exchange thematically followed the 10-step framework, and allowed each site to explore the operational delivery of abstract and/or new concepts (case management, nursing home outreach, ambulatory hub). In turn, these sessions allowed ICPOP to shape the agenda, get feedback and fine-tune strategic changes to the programme (e.g. measurement) and reflects some of the lessons from implementation of systemic change [105, 106]. This latter point is critical in terms of growing a social movement that endorses and supports change in complex adaptive systems. As a result the number of sites grew from six to fourteen (2016-2018) and a further eight sites submitted business cases with the intent of becoming a pioneer site. This represented a three-fold increase in participation over 2 years.

2.2 Would this change have happened anyway?

It is worth considering if the change would have happened anyway in the absence of ICPOP. It is certainly true that integrated care is gaining a higher policy profile internationally and in Ireland by virtue of a 10 year strategic transformation plan (Slaintecare). However, the existence of a concept (or indeed a service model) does not automatically translate into implementation. A policy document published in 1988 [107] had proposed district teams with case managers dedicated to ‘the elderly’. This was met with widespread approval but did not get implemented. In fact, despite a review of public health policy/transformation [108], indicating 27 out of 34 policy documents published since 1990 cites integrated care as a key rationale there have been very few practical examples. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that either government setting out policy, or professional bodies defining best practice will translate into operational reality without attending to implementation.

A more recent acceleration of integrated, community care as the dominant model was prompted by COVID 19. This has resulted in a substantial investment of resources to develop 32 ICPOP teams that gives full population coverage across Ireland. We believe this is the first systemic (national) provision of integrated care for a target population receiving publicly funded services internationally. Whilst circumstantial, the readiness of and professional acceptability of the ICPOP approach and 10 Step Framework had primed the ground for scaling up beyond an initial spread. This readiness reflects the fact that the approach adopted was underpinned by well established, socio-technical theory as well as reflecting contemporary insights from change in complex systems [94]. This recognised complex social systems as a context and that ‘Newtonian’ approaches which introduce change in a stepwise manner is not feasible due to the probabilistic and stochastic rather than deterministic nature of healthcare.
Insights and recommendations

As indicated by Valentijn [53], implementing integrated care is as much an art as a science. Attending to the micro-politics and taking the time to build social capital and trust is key. This is founded on a common vision, based on mutually agreed goals, which in turn becomes the shared currency on which the change process is mobilised.

Attending to national and local governance is critically important. Whilst oversight and accountability are important, good governance serves a more anthropological function organisationally. A national programme governance structure, the National Working Group, Older Persons fulfilled a role as an important focal point for national service redesign by providing a forum for ‘mandating’ of older person initiatives. Similarly local governance provided a scaffold for discussion, visioning, mobilising and creating a shared sense of purpose. This in turn provided organisational ‘air cover’ for implementation.

The need to describe the older person care pathway in a manner that is flexible enough to accommodate local opportunity, context, and history is an important tangible action. Key activities include mapping the care journey elements across primary/community, ambulatory and inpatient settings. This captures a common vision to be developed incrementally and can harness good practice already in situ.

An ambulatory hub is a key design feature that provides a service architecture around which integrated services can be further developed. This offers opportunities for emergent or disconnected service offerings to be connected-in. It also has the effect of streamlining care pathways, and in turn generating efficiencies. From a patient and carer perspective, it provides a single point of access.

Finance is not a passive enabler. Any new resource must be used considered as an enablement to redesign, mobilising existing resources more coherently and therefore not simply a compensation for historic underinvestment. It can and should play a dynamic role in mobilising integrated services/care by explicitly developing a local resource heat-map to show current resources and where new resources can enable these to be redesigned. This avoids a passive dependence on new resources in order to change and reminds everyone that existing resources are often poorly aligned.

The implementation of integrated care needs dedicated national and local programmatic support to succeed. The daily ‘grind’ to develop a new way of working, pathways, structures and processes cannot be an ‘add on’ to the day job of clinical and managerial leaders. Whilst all sites had an ICPOP Service Improvement Lead (SIL), the more successful sites had either a dedicated person (or protected time) devoted to supporting the change. These posts were to provide a key point of contact for ICPOP in addressing the programmatic aspect of implementation. However, programme management is simply a means of delivering a project and the quality of relationships a key determinant of progress that is not easily captured in the metrics.

Within all of this, there is a need to accommodate service users and carers as partners in this process. ICPOP engaged with Age Friendly Ireland as a means of harnessing the inputs of service users and carers as prosumers of services rather than passive recipients.

Conclusions

At a macro level, the use of and contents of the 10 Step Framework as both a concept map and to augment implementation reinforces the need for an accompanying agile mixture of emergent, negotiated and planned approaches. This reflects Greenhalgh’s [68] conceptual framework, which recognised that implementing large scale change in health systems is extremely complex and comprises a mix of emergent (adaptive, unplanned) and orderly (planned, managed) dynamics. The underpinning theory of her framework recognises the importance of complexity as a context, the role of social networks and the tensions with classical management theory. In particular, when a proposed change is to be spread, there is a fine balance to be struck, especially where influence carries more currency than strategic dictat.

The central importance of the 10 Step Framework is as a conceptual anchor. However, the framework needs to be given life with surrounding methodology. In reflecting on the overall process of implementation at an aggregate level, there are now a number of important methodological schematics that came into play to action the 10 Step Framework. These involve both the 10-Step Framework and the 5-stage ICPOP engagement process. Figure 4 provides a dynamic representation of this wider implementation process in action. This represents the ‘arrived’ state of the methodology reported by Harnett [(91].

Figure 3. Moving from complex challenge to complex adaption

In order to mobilise change/address a challenge in a complex adaptive environment there are a number of domains to be harnessed in unison to achieve complex adaptation. As a fundamental starting point (orientation), this involves the adapted Greenhalgh model [68] amended to reflect key insights from implementing integrated care (described above). This acts as an underpinning theoretical change principle. This ‘guiding light’ is critical in informing any prospective adopters’ awareness of/informing their developmental thinking. This draws upon, and highlights the necessary philosophical stance to accommodate the work, thus deliberately blending the balance between emergence and enablement. In tandem with the previous point, there is a need to understand the dynamics of the ecosystem (ecology) in which the change is taking place (e.g. what’s important to whom and how does change happen?).

The 10 Step Framework provides a conceptual shorthand (map), acting as a mediating force in supporting the translation of polymorphous intent into more concrete steps. This mediation is mobilised with key actors through a stepped (5 stage) process of incremental, active support in locus. Key messaging, achieved through animated storytelling such as Nora, (seewww.icpop.org) provides an emotional ‘call to arms’). A Service Model describes the broader landscape and provides a definition of structures (service architecture) and processes (care pathways) to be attended to.

Finally, the manifestation of the change (complex adaptation) is reflected in the new service (structures and processes) and impacts achieved. This combined set of methodologies comprises the full model and represents a combination of orientation (philosophy, theory) moving towards manifestation. The assembly of these domains enables the abstract to be mobilised (intent) towards taking action, resulting in concrete realisation of complex adaptation.
Figure 4. A revised 10-Step Framework for later sites (incorporates refinement of focus and direction).
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